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TODAY'S TOPICS

Continued Geopolitics Overshadow Strong U.S. Jobs Report and
Other Economic Data
Market Support Levels
Behavioral Finance - Losses hurt more than gains feel good

OVERVIEW

As investors’ patience continues to get tested with the prospects of a
prolonged war in Ukraine, it is important to balance the negative headlines
with some overlooked positives. While we can’t discount the fact that with
food and energy prices rising there is certainly a risk that the composition
of consumer spending will begin to shift, but we must weigh those against
the positives too.

On Friday of last week, the nonfarm payroll report showed job growth
accelerated even further in February, posting the biggest monthly gain
since July as the employment picture got closer to its pre-pandemic self.
Further, wage gains were flat in the report, thereby helping offset some of
the broader economic inflation increases for the month. An eye-popping
678,000 jobs were added during the month while the U.S. unemployment
rate fell to 3.8% from its previous reading of 4.0%. In addition, February
ISM PMIs showed growth in the manufacturing and services sectors amid
strong demand as Omicron faded.

While we might see price pressure on energy and food in the near term,
they do not have the same capacity to shock as they once did. As
illustrated in the chart above from JPMorgan, energy and food spending
now represents much less of Americans’ overall wallet share – 12% of total
spending vs. an average of 23% throughout the 60s/70s. Furthermore,
America has a greater degree of energy independence and the luxury of
natural resources that Europe does not, which should also soften the blow.

Why has this occurred? Part of the reason is shown in the 2nd and 3rd

charts below. U.S. household’s debt payments as a percent of disposable
income is much healthier today than previously and household net worth
has also steadily improved over the last 30 years.

MARKET SUPPORT LEVELS

As shown in the chart below, areas of support to watch for the market are
at 4,223 followed by 4,115.

These are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold on to
or fall below. We similarly watch “resistance levels” when the market is
rising. Common support levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving
averages as well as other technical levels such as previous market highs
or lows.

PITFALLS OF EMOTIONAL DECISION
MAKING

Losses hurt more than gains feel good

Some of the best market days in any cycle typically occur directly after

the worst ones. For example, the second worst day in 2020 – March 12th

– was immediately followed by the second-best day of 2020.

TIPS FOR ENDURING MARKET
DOWNTURNS

Remaining calm during market turmoil is not easy, especially when
headlines are dominated by negative language such as collapse, fear, and
panic. It is a natural human instinct to act emotionally during stressful
markets periods and thereby abandon the adage, “Buy low, sell
high”. Panic selling though may only create more turmoil for a portfolio.

Before acting, it’s important to go back to the basics and again ask
ourselves some of the important fundamental investing questions:

1. Have your long-term goals changed? Finding the right blend of
both rational vs. emotional thinking for investment decisions: 

It can be easier said than done but waiting out a market downturn may be
your best course of action. Remember, index corrections and bear-
markets are a normal part of the business cycle and investing in general.
That is why it is so important to think rationally before acting when the
markets change. Wealth and money accumulation are naturally a basic
emotional human instinct, and it is one of the major reasons we hire a
financial advisor who can help us think more rationally in periods of
market stress.

 2.  What are my liquidity needs and has my risk-tolerance changed?
Cash vs. Bonds vs. Stocks 

During times of market selling, it may seem as though stocks are one of
the more liquid assets you own but remember that stocks generally serve
investors best when they are used to meet long-term, not short-term,
needs. Bond investments should be used intermediate-and short-term
investment horizons with low cash weights used for immediate needs.
Overreacting to a stock market decline could bring losses that you will
regret when the market rebounds, as it will, if history is any guide.

 3.  Revisiting your true risk-tolerance. Am I following an investment
strategy that is suited to any market environment?  

When we first start working with a financial professional it’s common to
develop a risk profile to help establish whether your natural temperament
regarding investing is conservative, moderate, or aggressive. Difficult
markets help you find out what your true temperament is. If volatile
markets bring too many sleepless nights, then you may need to dial your
overall portfolio back to a more conservative stance (e.g. more fixed
income).

LONG TERM MINDSET

It is easy to let the current state of the market influence your investment
strategy. In a bull market, you may want to load up on stocks. In a bear
market, you may be tempted to sell every stock you own. But those types
of reactions may not serve your long-term goal of accumulating enough
assets to educate your children or finance a retirement that could last two
decades or more.

TIP: STICK TO THE PLAN

There is always a degree of uncertainty in capital markets.  Major media
tends to exacerbate the uncertainty when reporting on the ‘extremes’ (best
and worst – usually worst).  The uncertainty of what may happen in
markets is a major factor in portfolio diversification.  In a way, the
uncertainty is empowering as it enables investors to diversity based on
their unique risk tolerance.  Unless there is a short-term liquidity issue, we
should not let current events deviate us from our long-term investment
plans.  Friendly reminder: there is a big difference in proactively deciding
not to make a change and complacency.  In short, let’s stick to the plan.
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